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Baseus MagPro Magnetic 5000mAh 20W Magnetic Power Bank, MagSafe (Black)
Baseus MagPro Magnetic is a modern power bank with a capacity of 5000mAh, combining technology and practical design. Designed with
convenience and functionality in mind, this device offers both wired and wireless charging simultaneously, as well as the ability to use it
as a phone stand. Equipped with 15N magnets, it ensures a stable and strong connection with devices, all in a compact and lightweight
housing, perfect for carrying in your purse or backpack.
 
Wired and Wireless Charging
Baseus  MagPro  Magnetic  offers  users  full  flexibility  with  the  option  for  both  wired  and  wireless  charging.  Wired  charging  boasts  an
impressive maximum power of 20W, allowing for quick recharging of devices. Meanwhile, wireless charging offers up to 15W of power,
ensuring efficient performance. These two options make the power bank a versatile tool for charging various devices.
 
Stand Function
An innovative feature of Baseus MagPro Magnetic is the ability to transform it into a stand with a 60-degree tilt angle. This allows users to
use the device in both portrait and landscape orientations after attaching it to the phone and adjusting the rear panel.
 
Safety Features
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Safe usage of mobile devices is crucial, and Baseus MagPro Magnetic comes equipped with numerous safeguards that protect both the
power bank and the devices being charged. Protection against overcharging, overvoltage, and electrostatic protection are just some of
the features that provide peace of mind and safety during use.
 
Compact Design and Portability
Small  dimensions  and  lightweight  (158.9g)  make  Baseus  MagPro  Magnetic  exceptionally  practical  and  easy  to  take  with  you  on  your
travels. It easily fits in a purse or backpack, always within reach when you need it the most. The black color and elegant design make it
not only functional but also stylish.
 
Package Contents
Power bank
Cable
Specifications
  
    
      Brand
      Baseus
    
    
      Model
      PPCXZ05
    
    
      Color
      Black
    
    
      Weight
      158.9g
    
    
      Capacity
      5000mAh/19.25W
    
    
      Nominal Capacity
      2900mAh
    
    
      Energy Conversion Rate
      >75%
    
    
      USB-C Input
      5V-2.4A
    
    
      USB-C Output
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      5V-2.4A, 0V-2.22A, 12V-1.5A
    
    
      Wireless Output
      5W/7.5W/10W/15W
    
    
      Total Output Power
      5V-2.4A
    
  

Preço:

€ 46.20

Acessórios para telemóveis, Power Banks, 10000 mAh
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